
A very Good morning to Members of the jury and fellow participants 
We represent the Healthcare Services vertical of Wipro and would like to thank ASQ 
for giving us an opportunity to share our experience while implementation of this 
project. 
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Before dwelling into project selection methodology followed by Wipro, let us 
understand how the US healthcare industry works. There are three major entities in 
the US Healthcare – 
1) Members, who are the Patients 
2) Providers, who are the doctors, hospitals or clinics, and 
3) Payers, who are the health Insurance companies 
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Project Selection is a joint activity between Process Heads and the Black Belt aligned 
with the account. In case the project is client facing and involves client onshore 
teams, project selection involves client Delivery head too. Together the team 
identifies opportunities of improvement and the respective project leads to execute 
the process improvement / Gap closures. The key sponsors for this project are the 
client and Wipro Delivery heads who have a span of control for 5500 employees. 
Monthly business reviews, balanced scorecards and comparative study of various 
lines of business enabled the sponsors to shortlist the project 
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At Wipro Project identification adopts 4 major approaches 

1) Basis Strategies of business, client and the vertical 

2) Dashboard and data reviews 

3) Business Objectives which in turn depend on 

1) Customer Centricity 

2) NPS scores and  

3) Client Objectives 

4) Quarterly Brainstorming activities conducted at process, Client and account 

level 

 

The list of identified opportunities are reviewed and evaluated. The prioritized 

opportunities are then further evaluated for the approach and hence allocated 

to appropriate personnel. 
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A couple of slides back we showed you the 4 project identification sources, the 4th 
being funneling by brainstorming. A quarterly quality summit is conducted in Wipro 
which provides an open forum for review of opportunities and gaps with the group of 
stakeholders and senior leaders spanning across different lines of business like 
healthcare, Pharma, F&A etc. Once the list / pool of opportunities are created, the 
group uses 2 techniques for reviewing the list of opportunities – Process Door 
approach and Data door approach. 
Process Door – All stakeholders grade each opportunity / gap on a scale of 1-3 
depending on the impact. There are 4 parameters basis which ratings are captured – 
Impact to Business, Client Business Impact, Contractual Obligation for Wipro and Risk 
to Business if not done. An aggregated score is computed to identify the projects that 
need to be prioritized. Aggregated score of > 85% is considered high in Importance. 
 
Per the process door approach NPS Improvement was shortlisted basis the impact to 
business. Stakeholders requested for additional data so that the list of projects be 
reviewed numerically 
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Project Overview is given in this slide. What was our problem statement, our 
assumptions, scope of the project, budget and schedule and inherent risks for the 
project and how we mitigated them. 
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A business case was created for our Provider Experience Transformation Project 
A goal statement of gradually moving the Composite sigma from 1.52 to greater than 
3 Sigma levels 
Obviously the benefits that we would accrue out of this would be Enhanced Quality 
of service, Efficiency and TAT for PDO, First Pass and Provider Services 
Considering the scope of this project , it spans across multiple business areas, hence 
the stakeholders include team members from all concerned Business Areas 
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We have clearly defined the scope of the project and what is excluded and a 
limitation for us. 
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We identified the major risks to the project and the possible mitigation plans for the 
same to ensure that the project is a success. 
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Based on the Team / Dept, skillsets required for the execution of the project were 
mapped. The business heads and SME / program manager of each domain were 
invited on a conference call and each of the team members were ranked on their 
process knowledge, ability to influence, bandwidth to function on the project and the 
stakeholder ranking. Care was taken that each of the SME / program managers had 
been in their individual domain of work for at least 5 years in a transactional role to 
better understand the work demographics 
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Before project go-live, the teams were coached on Domain specific topics like AS400 
and SEIBEL platforms, Defect prediction Models, Available knowledge sources for 
upstream and downstream processes. The teams were also given refresher sessions 
on Green belt Curriculum and Yellow belt curriculum. 7QC tool training was 
conducted for all Quality Assurance personnel in Wipro. In order to function diverse 
teams seamlessly, Wipro personnel were aligned one on one with the client contacts 
onshore to enable a man to man marking. A project governance forum was 
formulated to ensure weekly review and accountability for responsibilities assigned.  
A Project success bonus was declared and also the most valued contributor award. 
Considering the SIPOC, anticipatory challenges were shared with various stakeholder 
to keep them upraised. The domain specific trainings and man to man marking 
(Wipro – Client point of contacts) was the most critical step to keep the team 
together and the weekly reviews with Work Break down structure further ensured 
that every task was reviewed and no one faltered. In case any activity was found to 
be behind schedule, instruction / escalation modes were used to keep up the 
schedules and efficacy of execution 
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Specialization for each team member was mapped depending on their dept. and 
domain. Preliminary responsibilities were assigned for data collection and engaging 
local team members. 
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Data collection plan was laid down by each department along with an assigned team 
member. Deadlines were assigned for each activity and also tentative timelines 
defined by the phase of the project. In order to ensure that timelines were up kept 
and regular governance was followed, weekly connect meetings were scheduled with 
project team members. Bimonthly reviews were scheduled with the steering 
committee and monthly reviews with client and stakeholders. Placeholders were sent 
on calendar for all stakeholders to ensure timely tollgate reviews were executed 
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In this section, we will cover details of how the project was run. This will include:  
•Project Approach  
•Tools Used to Complete the Project  
•Dealing with Project Risk  
•Resistance as a Type of Risk  
•Stakeholder Involvement in the Project 
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In this slide you will see the tools used for the project, across the different stages of 
the project and the reason for using the particular tool. 
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The team was prepared with the appropriate trainings to prepare them for the 
project and to achieve relevant competencies. Sponsor, champion were given 
appropriate training, GB was given Six Sigma methodology refresher course and team 
members were also given relevant trainings. 
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We take net promoter scores for last 3 surveys and take the aggregate scores for the 
same 
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NPS study was done for the NPS surveys received from April’19 to June’19 
• Sentiment analysis was carried out to identify the provider dissatisfied keywords 

which was mapped to process matrices 
• Then Passive/Detractor analysis was carried out to identify the critical matrices 

related to provider NPS 
• The verified primary matrices were then fed to create an NPS predictive model 
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Social media analytics was also carried out using R software on the negative 
comments on social media 
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All stakeholders were involved in the solution selection committee. Right from the 
point of solution generation to Cost benefit analysis followed by solution selection 
and their implementation, all stakeholders played a crucial role in evaluating various 
aspects of solution implementation that assisted the team be well prepared for any 
forthcoming challenges. The steering committee, Client Leadership and Business 
Finance evaluated the impact and the inputs and finally signed off the 
implementation plan 
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In order to anticipate the resistance before it occurred, a force field analysis was 
executed, a sample of which is available on the slide.  

The List of probable resistance was shared with the Champion and Sponsors to 
ensure calibration 
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5 resistances encountered during the course of solution implementation. These were 

discussed with individual stakeholders and sponsors for arriving at resolution 
Mitigation plan finalized by means of One on one discussions or enabling systems for 

resolution of conflict. Off the 5 resistance identified 1 was not predicted but 
was identified when the prototype was submitted to client for review 
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All resistance interfaced was resolved by means of fixing the systems and processes 
so that there exists no further reasons of resistance recurring.  
As Per inputs from Corporate IT team in client organization, code changes were done 
As Per CMS and Risk guidelines code changes were implemented 
Tool aesthetics fixed as per ask from users 
Exceptions raised for additional resource billing and was absorbed post CXO approval 
Contract Installation team became defensive post their defects were shared with the 
stakeholders. A separate meeting was organized with the group and drove the 
changes through the head of the Contracting team. Reverse SLA were developed so 
that the measurements keep them in check 
 
The team validated the resolution of resistance by using the maker and checker 
mechanism. The resistance was either eliminated or amiably resolved post 
discussion. 
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At all times it was ensured that all the stakeholders were abreast with the project 
progress and the proceedings of any project meetings. Weekly meetings and Tollgate 
reviews were conducted with the stakeholders to discuss the project progress and 
signoff, while the Black belt would review the Green Belt and team members on a 
daily basis. All meetings conducted were documented and signed off. Considering the 
sensitivity of revenue data, the finance team was restricted to the Steering 
committee only. 
Email based approvals from all stakeholders and departments were documented and 
uploaded to SharePoint validating signoff from each and every stakeholder. This 
enabled buy-in from all prior to implementation. Before documenting the final 
activities or steps ahead, the online and offline communications were made and then 
documented to procure sign-offs from the stakeholders. These email based approvals 
and mass communication mails were the evidence to stakeholder acceptance of the 
execution plan and deployment. 
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In this section, we will cover details of how the project was run. This will include:  
•Project Approach  
•Tools Used to Complete the Project  
•Tool (Data) Output Needed for Decisions  
•Team Preparation for Tool Usage  
•Dealing with Project Risk  
•Resistance as a Type of Risk  
•Stakeholder Involvement in the Project 
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Through our connects with customer at different forums, we captured the pain points 
for providers and their reasons for calling and low NPS as an outcome 
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We created a mapping for provider and member touchpoints and our focus areas for 
the project as a result. This defines our scope and what direction to go for the 
project. 
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A business case was created for our Provider Experience Transformation Project 
A goal statement of gradually moving the Composite sigma from 1.52 to greater than 
3 Sigma levels 
Obviously the benefits that we would accrue out of this would be Enhanced Quality 
of service, Efficiency and TAT for PDO, First Pass and Provider Services 
Considering the scope of this project , it spans across multiple business areas, hence 
the stakeholders include team members from all concerned Business Areas 
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Measurement System Analysis was done using Gage R&R study to check if our MIS 
team is pulling the concerned reports are doing it right and there is no variance 
among the team affecting the numbers. 
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Stability check of the data using run chart and graphical summary was done. Data is 
stable. 
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Goal was validated using one-sample t-test and target chosen is statistically validated. 
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As-Is process map of the process along with pain points / risks in the process which 
are opportunity areas for improvement. 
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A multi nodal Fishbone analysis was done to identify probable root causes impacting 
accuracy and clarifications 
52 x’s of which we have 3 quick wins, 4 rejects and 9 repeat, hence we are left with 
36x’s which require statistical validation 
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All the identified x’s were analyzed statistically to segregate the vital few from the 
trivial many 
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All the identified x’s were analyzed statistically to segregate the vital few from the 
trivial many 
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All the identified x’s were analyzed statistically to segregate the vital few from the 
trivial many 
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All the identified x’s were analyzed statistically to segregate the vital few from the 
trivial many 
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All the identified x’s were analyzed statistically to segregate the vital few from the 
trivial many 
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All the identified x’s were analyzed statistically to segregate the vital few from the 
trivial many 
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All the identified x’s were analyzed statistically to segregate the vital few from the 
trivial many 
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All the identified x’s were analyzed statistically to segregate the vital few from the 
trivial many 
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One of the solutions identified is the training simulator, which is a simulated 
environment created in order for agents to practice lives scenarios while in training. 
This would enable them to be ready in live environment when ramp ends, with 
improvement in quality scores due to the increased exposure to scenarios. 
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The solution is standardizing unstructured input documents received from different 
providers into structured output files which can be used to load into the legacy 
systems via automated loading bots. Tool for automated transformation of different 
roster formats to standard format for PNM system consumption. Includes a cognitive 
capabilities enabled system to automatically learn and map changes in new types of 
roster formats 
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The existing process was highly dependent on manual determination of claim routing 
and processing, which subjected the process to natural human errors. This whole 
landscape is replaced by an intelligent model of predictive tools which clearly 
segregate the routes and different claim categories and then BOTS which 
automatically routes the claims and auto process top 15% of the volume. The whole 
exposure to incorrect routing and classification was reduced drastically 
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Tool for end to End Audit Automation which has auto auditing capabilities, Auto claim 
image scrapping and validation, Auto extraction of  data for mapped fields from the 
multiple  sources (Client CRM, Web Portals etc.), auto check for defects and Auto 
Calculation and Research capabilities 
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Virtual SME is an AI system that utilizes cognitive capabilities like NLP engines, 
Machine learning, Pattern recognition and Robotics to lower human efforts. It learns 
& builds its own knowledge base and can respond in plain English to queries.  Can be 
trained on multiple business and domain models easily. 
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The team also introduced a ready reckoner called “Code Helper” for the countless 
codes which the Provider Phone Rep used to determine the claim Benefits. Code 
Helper is a tool that connects to the different sources of information and pulls up 
information for the agent to assist the providers. Helps reduce AHT by providing 
information to the agent through quick searches.  
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Call Deflection to other streams such as chat, email and IVR also helps to improve 
average speed of answer 
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The team deployed custom dashboards and analytics dashboards basis the Predictive 
Model output. This helped in Proactive mitigation of Non Adjusts. 
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Future State Process Map after plugging in all the solution elements and automations 
to improve the overall process. 
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An FMEA exercise was carried out on all the solutions deployed to check for potential 
failure modes and what happens in the scenario where the bot fails. Appropriate 
action plans and mitigations were created and the actions monitored. 
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Process capability, control chart for the Y metric and two sample T-test to check for 
improvement were conducted. Two sample T-test yielded a p-value lesser than 0.05 
which means that improvement observed is significant. 
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Basis solutions deployed, we can see considerable improvement in the key process 
metrics. X’s for PDO process were checked for improvement. 
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All the three metrics were statistically validated for improvements from First Pass 
Process 
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All the three metrics were statistically validated for improvements from Voice Process 
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Coming to Benefits achieved, In PDO the annualized benefit was to the tune of $4.42 
Mn  
We reduced 1.5 weeks of training timeline, achieved 40% efficiency gain with 100% 
accuracy 
 
In First Pass, the overall benefit was $18 Mn from the First Pass Smart Automation 
Tool, which was also deployed across client domain and other client partners 
 
 
we can see an overall Annualized benefit of $26.5 Mn to the client, and Wipro benefit 
amounting to $ 2.4 Mn 
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Some words of encouragement from our stakeholders 
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The solutions deployed are completely scalable and can be deployed at various areas 
of the Claims Life cycle. 
Solutions like Virtual SME and Data structuring tools have a high level of scalability 
and can change the way Claims Operations functions today 
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Thank You! The Journey of Improvement Continues! 
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